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STAKEHOLDER TRUST IS CRUCIAL

Every Reputation is Vulnerable
Navigating complex challenges requires knowledge and experience. Karma’s
crisis communications team has supported the following:
Consumer and Retail
Financial Services
Higher Education
Technology
Health Care
Energy
Industry
Manufacturing
Nonprofit

Title IX Situations
Financial Crises
Tech Company Outages
Activism
Employment Issues
Accidents / Fatalities
Business Failures
Food Safety
Environmental Concerns
Infectious Disease
Product Integrity

Social Media Fearmongering
Legislation Rebuttal
Leadership Transition
Unions/Collective Bargaining
White Collar Crime

Government
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Deﬁne Crisis
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COVID-19 is a crisis impacting
every long-term care facility
Multiple factors contributing
to the current crisis:
❖ Long-term care is the epicenter of
COVID-19
❖ Resident population experiences
severest cases of COVID-19
❖ Pennsylvania has one of the
largest older populations
❖ Workforce shortages
❖ Flat-funded Medicaid program and
little additional funding for
long-term care providers

Common Characteristics of a Crisis

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Unexpected critical breach, failure or catastrophe
Sudden impact with real and quantiﬁable loss or negative
outcomes
High degree of instability with potential for escalation of
circumstances
Serious attention from stakeholders, community and media
Time is of the essence to gain control: speed + measured
thinking
Recovery is not possible without a sincere, committed eﬀort
that restores trust

The problem is that crisis is
often used to describe every
negative development.

Incident, Emergency, Crisis

Incident – a relatively minor occurrence or event which the
organization has a good chance of managing appropriately
Examples: a facility ﬁre, layoﬀ

Emergency – a sudden, unexpected situation of a serious and
urgent nature that demands immediate action
Examples: a COVID-19 outbreak cluster, workforce shortage

Crisis – an event, revelation or allegation which threatens
the integrity, reputation or survival of an organization
Examples: lack of PPE, testing challenges, funding, outbreak
epicenter, incorrect data
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Elements of a Plan
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PREPARE
● Assess issue or crisis situation
● Monitor news and social channels
● Assemble crisis response team
● Assign spokesperson
● Practice Tough Q&A
● Develop message strategy, storylines and talking points
● Write holding statements
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RECOVER
● Management of the communications surrounding internal
investigations
● Pre-emptive and on-the-spot media and presentation skills training
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RESPOND
● Develop rapid response deployment plan that includes message per
channel and the timing associated with each message
● Rapid development of coordinated communications across all internal
and external channels
MITIGATE
● Manage all news inquiries, coverage, press events, updates and
corrections
● Ongoing monitoring of social media channels to rally support and
minimize attacks
● Contact with management, legal counsel, regulatory and enforcement
agencies (as needed)
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02

Guiding Principles
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Protecting
Reputation
––––––––
Upholding
Trust

❖ Trust is everything. Think people ﬁrst and allow only worthy
goals, actions and words to occur.
❖ Know your responsibilities and accountabilities to your
stakeholders and collaborate eﬀectively with partners. Own
what is yours. Allow partners to do the same.
❖ Circumstances usually shift quickly – monitor non-stop,
measure, think fast but not impetuously. Look through the
stakeholder prism before speaking or acting.
❖ Humans are always at the core. We need and want authentic
updates, not robotic templated responses.
❖ Remember that reputation is built day in and day out through
small, purposeful gestures.

GOALS OF CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS

Terminate Quickly

Limit Damage

Restore Credibility

Recognize Danger
and Opportunity

● Social media adds additional complexity and urgency to crises.
● Social media is another medium for reputation management — positive and negative.
● With today’s news cycle, we need to monitor constantly and act quickly.
● In every industry — but especially long-term care — think people-ﬁrst on every channel.
● A controversial story will run with or without your input. Don't miss the opportunity to defend
and protect.
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Case Study Review
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CASE STUDY

Andover Subacute and Rehab Center in New Jersey

The What:
●

New Jersey facility sued by a former resident’s loved
one

●

The resident’s nephew alleged that the facility failed
to implement adequate infection prevention

●

The family noted of a lack of communication from
the facility

CASE STUDY

Andover Subacute and Rehab Center in New Jersey
The Facility’s Response:
●

In interview with CNN, the facility’s owner did not
respond directly to the litigation, but gave a
thorough account on how the facility responded to
COVID-19:

Takeaways of Response
●

There was an identiﬁed spokesperson — Andover’s
owner — accessible to the media.

●

Authentic response that provided a feeling of
“people ﬁrst.”

○

Noted proactive steps taken to prepare for
pandemic and comply with CDC guidelines.

●

Commended staﬀ for providing quality amid
extraordinary challenges.

○

Acknowledged that despite their best eﬀorts,
the virus made it inside the facility.

●

○

Referenced inquiries to local, state and
federal government agencies for help.

Followed up with CNN to share an update that CMS
concluded that Andover is in substantial compliance
with zero symptomatic residents since May.

"Despite all our eﬀorts, the virus made its way into our facility, as it did in the majority of
long-term care facilities across New Jersey. We took every possible step to handle this crisis
internally while simultaneously making dozens of outreaches to local, state, and federal
agencies for help. Our healthcare professionals and staﬀ worked around the clock providing
quality care to our residents in the face of extraordinary challenges."

CASE STUDY

Villages of Lapeer Nursing and Rehabilitation in Michigan

The What:
●

The Villages of Lapeer Nursing and Rehabilitation
reportedly forbid staﬀ from wearing masks, according
to an account of a resident’s loved one who died from
complications of COVID-19.

●

Former employees of the facility allege that PPE was
donated to the facility but kept away from the staﬀ.

●

One former employee said a mask was ripped oﬀ her
face by the director of nursing, who told her she was
scaring patients.

CASE STUDY

Villages of Lapeer Nursing and Rehabilitation in Michigan

The Facility’s Response:
●

●

●

In a comment to USA Today, Villages of Lapeer’s
administrator provided a statement that it wouldn’t
comment on ongoing legal aﬀairs and provided a
basic statement.
USA Today reached out to the former director under
a telephone listing presumed to be her. USA Today
quoted the former director saying, “I’m not
interested. You have a nice day.” She then hung up.

Takeaways of Response
●

There was no clear spokesperson for Villages of
Lapeer as USA Today tried to get ahold of the former
director and then the owners.

●

Villages of Lapeer’s response felt canned and
inauthentic.

●

It did not portray a sense of urgency around the
issue or demonstrate any proactiveness.

No response since Villages of Lapeer’s initial
response.

“We're taking good care of the patients, and everything is being followed by the letter.
And I don't want people to be worried about their loved ones that are in there.”
“We were not being negligent, we were doing everything we could, believe me.”
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Best Practices
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Unimaginable things
happen.
Knowledge
&
Experience

Instincts
&
Judgement

Resolve
&
Resilience

MEDIA

● Think of reporters as windows to your audience
● Never tire of your own key messages
● Reporters are looking to report on the facts, not ruin your reputation
● There is no such thing as “off the record”
● Try not to repeat negative questions in your answer
● Make all employees aware of your organization’s media policies

1
●
●

2

Evaluate

Assess the circumstance
Stay calm and seek facts

●
●
●

3

Plan

Notify internal stakeholders and/or
external partner
Align thinking and rapid response
approach
Establish uniﬁed plan

●
●
●
●

Engage

Enact plan
Keep open communications
Monitor
Assess and reﬁne as needed
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SOCIAL MEDIA

● Monitor constantly
● Deleting negative comments or reviews – unless they are inﬂammatory or threatening
– often does more harm than good
● Critical comments offer an opportunity to respond with a people-ﬁrst statement that
reinforces your organization’s values and publicly demonstrates your commitment to
residents
● Make all employees aware of your organization’s social media policies

1
●
●

2

Evaluate

Assess the circumstance
Stay calm and seek facts

●
●
●

3

Plan

Notify internal stakeholders and/or
external partner
Align thinking and rapid response
approach
Establish uniﬁed plan

●
●
●
●

Engage

Enact plan
Keep open communications
Monitor
Assess and reﬁne as needed
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Q&A
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Thank you.
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